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We have been producing O-rings since 1983, the foundation year. We have tested, produced and sold millions of Orings, every year. We have made a success, sometimes we made mistakes, but nowadays, after more than twenty-five
years of work, the Duci S.r.l. is one of the most famous companies in Europe, specialized in the production of O-rings
and particular techniques in rubber.
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Our company has grown and developed thanks to the competence, tenacity, and initiative of people that compose it. The
service and the good price/quality ratio allowed a constant and continuous growth contributing to the creation of one of
the most important companies in this sector.

The Duci and AFVC&rsquo;s production ability counts on two productive plants. The head office is in Chiuduno (BG) and
there are: offices, the garage for the realization of moulds, the production, the finish, the selection and the shipment of
products. In the head office in Bolotana there is the productive department, the finish and the selection of the parts.
Then, the material is shipped to our logistic centre in Chiuduno where it is sorted and shipped to the customers. The
selection is made with the classic manual method or using the optic automatic machines.

Some information about our production:
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moulds produced every week
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injection presses
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cryogenic machines for defected parts
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cryogenic machines for finish of parts
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buratti for the adjustment of parts

2

wash plants for moulds with chrome planting
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optic machines for the selection at 100%
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